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tion loans.
Along with those specialties, Kern said, what
sets his mortgage bank
apart is because it focuses solely on mortgages,

and is able to act more
aggressively in attaining
the best mortgage loan
possible for borrowers.
The business offers
regular loan updates and
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Peter Kern, area manager and senior loan officer for New
England Alliance Mortgage in Berlin, located at 979 Farmington
Ave., Suite 1F.

rate possible for borrowers.
With the close-knit
staff, Kern said, the business is close with all their
clients, many of whom
come by way of word of
mouth referrals and no
advertising. Going forward, Kern said, his business is always looking to
grow but maintaining their
clients’ happiness and satisfaction is the goal.
“We try to treat our
clients like family,” said
Kern.
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“We try to
treat our
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family.”

progress reports, full and
short applications, free
consultations, loan status
checking and more online
at neamberlin.com, to
keep clients up to speed
on all their mortgage
information.
As a way to keep with
the times, Kern said,
his business, which has
nearly 1,000 employees
nationwide and provides
loans in about 30 different states, has four loan
officers and two assistants at their Berlin location who work alongside
two other officers throughout the state. All these
employees are constantly
following the latest market trends and “staying up
on investment guidelines,”
Kern said, to get the best

